
RETAIL: NAVIGATING THE COVID-19 

PANDEMIC & PREPARING FOR THE 

REBOUND

The widespread effect of COVID-19 

is by far one of the biggest 

challenges this generation has 

faced to date. As people’s lifestyles 

are rapidly changing, retailers must 

adapt their marketing strategies to 

meet customers where they are. 

With constant competition from 

retail giants like Amazon that  

deliver personalized experiences 

quickly, retailers need to fully 

understand their customers and 

elevate their customer experience 

in order to win market share. 

Retailers that lean on agile 

technology that allows them to 

adapt to ever-changing consumer 

habits and expectations are the 

ones that will likely come out 

winners in the end.

Key Insights 
for Retailers

(Source: Aggregate Data from Multiple Retailers)

Overall sales are actually up 

for brands selling essentials, but 

those selling non-essentials are 

down 15-20%

Sales trends are flattening out 

indicating a level of stabilization 

and the likely new norm during the 

pandemic

Digital transaction volume has 

spiked, increasing by 70-210%

Basket size impact has varied 

by brand



What was a difficult time for many retailers has become 

even more perilous. Utilizing these strategies will 

alleviate some of the burden:

• As precautions around the pandemic continue,

frequency will decrease. Strategies must focus on

increasing check size by leveraging specific

offers/incentives.

• Reward incrementality by providing customers

with a special discount when they spend over a

certain threshold.

• Interact through personalized outreach and

campaigns that align with local/regional needs.

• Empathetically communicate with customers on

a location by location basis. Let them know if a

store near them is closing; educate customers

on the precautions the company is taking; and

ensure they know if you're offering special

services such as contactless curbside pickup.

• Lean on your existing customers and loyalty

members. Reward them with personalized offers

and promotions. For customers that have lapsed

or haven’t made a recent purchase, provide them

with an extra incentive to transact.

• Provide loyalty members with exclusive perks

such as a special promotion on their favorite

products.

• Reactivate lapsed customers with a promotion

to incentivize a purchase, such as 50% of a pair

of shorts with the purchase of a pair of shoes.

• Leverage new channels to promote a rewards

program, or educate customers on how the brand

is approaching the pandemic.

• Upload messaging on social media channels to

keep customers informed, and provide

education on the rewards program or

promotions that are currently running.

• Utilize insights garnered from demographic,

transactional, and behavioral information to reach

the right customers with the right message.

• Vary promotions based on location, customer

spend level, and recent purchase history to

deliver relevant customer interactions.

Eventually this will be over, and retailers will need to 

ensure they’re able to regain and grow their customer 

base. These strategies will be critical to success during 

the rebound: 

• Recapture market share and retain valuable

customers with a differentiated loyalty strategy

based on first-party data.

• Having actionable customer data is more

important than ever. Leverage a unique loyalty

strategy to collect and act on demographic,

preferential, transactional, and behavioral data.

• Rapidly close the time from insights to action

by leveraging one platform to understand your

customers and launch personalized campaigns

that motivate behavioral changes utilizing an array

of incentives.

• Take action in real-time when customers interact

with the brand to deliver relevant experiences

that promote larger purchases, more frequent

transactions, and greater advocacy.

• Understand current customers using rich first-party

data, and leverage lookalike targeting to optimize

acquisition spend and grow the customer base

• Utilize customer data to recognize, reward, and

appreciate valuable customer behaviors, and

leverage attributes about your best customers to

find more that look just like them.

SessionM is a customer engagement and loyalty 
platform empowering the world’s most innovative 
retailers to forge stronger and more profitable 
customer relationships. With powerful customer data 
management at the core, SessionM provides extensive 
campaign management capabilities coupled with 
a flexible and comprehensive loyalty management 
solution to help brands maximize customer lifetime 
value and profitability.
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For more information, reach out to your SessionM representative or 

Dennis Reardon (dreardon@sessionm.com)




